This is the very start of their peak season, so everything will be open, but it won’t be overcrowded..:-)

Please Note: There is an enormous amount of interest in this unique ‘Holiday Event’
and places are strictly limited, so don’t think about it for too long...
BOOK NOW..! There’s a FABULOUS `Early Bird’ OFFER..:-)
Although the 2019 Prices are still T.B.C we will Guarantee
to honour the 2017 Event Pass Price for All Bookings made
AND get you the best possible price on your apartment.
(accompanied by a £20 Deposit per apartment).
EARLY BIRD

THE LUNA BEACH CLUB, SALITOS BAR & OASIS RESTAURANT

THE ITINERY: this is up to you, and will depend on how many nights you’re staying for. The actual event is

from Thursday to Sunday. We will have workshops for a couple of hours each morning, and the rest of the
day is yours. Then Social dancing in the evenings (from about 8.00 till Late...). Most people are arriving on
Wednesday (we’re having a ‘Welcoming Party’ by the Pool Wednesday night), and many are staying on for a couple
of days after to make a real holiday of it...(we’ll probably arrange a ‘Farewell Party’ for Monday night).

WHAT ELSE TO DO: There’s an abundance of things to suit all tastes, and all within walking distance. Experience more than

1500 Butterfies from all over the world, flying free at the ‘Mariposario de Benalmádena’. Visit ‘Selwo Marina’ (5 minutes) and see the
dolphinarium, penguinarium, sea lions & exotic bird shows. The bustling town of ‘Arroyo de la Miel’ with traditional Spanish shops,
bars & restaurants is also the home of ‘Tivola World’, the Costa del Sol’s largest tourist attraction with daredevil rides and live shows
and entertainment (just a couple of mintes from the hotel). Or take a 30 minute stroll to ‘Benalmadena Marina’, twice voted the Worlds
best Marine Port... with a large shopping centre, boat trips, fishing trips, and of course great seafood. Or visit the ‘Stupa’ - the largest
Buddhist Temple in the Western World, or take the ‘Cable car’ for incredible views over the Costa del Sol (again just 5 minutes away).
The hotal also offers excurtions if you want to explore further afield (and a couple of these are Free...)

THE 2017 PRICE: for the 4 Day Event Pass WAS:

or maybe you just want
to relax with a stroll
along the sandy beach,
perhaps a dip in the
sea, or lounge around
by one of the pools...:-)

£82 for dancers - and only £24 for non-dancers
(which allows them full access to the Moonlight Theatre and its facilities..:-) Children under 12 are Free.
PLUS the cost for the Apartment WAS: £85 for an exterior view apt. (of sea or mountains) per apt. per night
or: £68 for an interior apt. (no view, but still has terrace) per apt. per night
*See
EARLY BIRD so 4 dancers sharing for 7 nights would be *£148 each for exterior, *£119 each for interior.
(*approx figures)
Offer at so 3 dancers sharing for 7 nights would be *£198 each for exterior, *£158 each for interior.
Actual 2019
Top of Page so 2 dancers sharing for 7 nights would be *£296 each for exterior, *£238 each for interior. Prices are still T.B.C.

You’ll need to arrange your return flight, The nearest Aiport is Malaga (20 minutes), and transport to/from the
Aiport and Hotel. As a guidleline, return flight from Birmingham in May this year varied between £95and £135. The Hotel’s leisure desk

can arrange private transfers for us by car, minibus or bus. Prices very much depend on the size of the groups. To give you an idea:- One way
to or from the airport: Up to 7 persons – £30 Up to 10 persons – £110 (2 x large cars works out cheaper!) Up to 45 persons – £140.

You also need to take into account the cost of meals (as food and drink isn’t included). The local restaurants are pretty
reasonable, and there’s the hotel Supermarket if you want to cook your own some days.
All in, if you’re a group of 4 sharing, you’re looking at about £315 to £345 each - including the event,
the apartment , flight and transfer (but excluding food)... for a truly fabulous Linedancing Holiday..!

To Book or for more info: call Pauline on: 07868 424587 or Sue on: 01299 250862

